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 Using location-based augmented reality (AR) for pedestrian navigation can 

greatly improve user action to reduce the travel time. Pedestrian navigation 

differs in many ways from the conventional navigation system used in a car 

or other vehicles. A major issue with using location-based AR for navigation 

to a specific landmark is their quality of usability, especially if the active 

screen is overcrowded with the augmented POI markers which were overlap 

each other at the same time. This paper describes the user journey map 

approach that led to new insights about how users were using location-based 

AR for navigation. These insights led to a deep understanding of challenges 

that user must face when using location-based AR application for pedestrian 

navigation purpose, and more generally, they helped the development team 

to appreciate the variety of user experience in software requirement 

specification phase. To prove our concept, a prototype of intuitive location-

based AR was built to be compared with existing standard-location based 

AR. The user evaluation results reveal that the overall functional 

requirements which are gathered from user journey have same level of 

success rate criteria when compared with standard location-based AR. 

Nevertheless, the field study participants highlighted the extended features in 

our prototype could significantly enhance the user action on locating the right 

object in particular place when compared with standard location-based AR 

application (proved with the required time). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Augmented Reality (AR) is a powerful user interface technology that augments the user’s real-life 

environment with the computer generated data. This technology works by overlaying the real world with 

virtually generated data renders such as graphics, text, video, sound that provide the enriching and 

complementing reality with immersive capability to view content information, navigate, communicate and 

change the way users interact with their environment [1]. This technology of AR is implemented in a variety 

of areas for over 10 years to help user access additional information for a specific task without getting 

distracted [2-6]. 

Location-Based AR seeks to smoothly link the physical location coordinate with data processing 

environments that make a user can see POI (Point of Interest) annotation of the particular landmark in a real 

environment. Using location-based augmented reality for navigation can greatly improve user action to 

reduce the travel time especially when the apps designed for pedestrian usage. A major issue with using 

location-based AR for navigation to a specific landmark is their quality of usability, especially if many 
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information objects are displayed on the active screen at the same time. The lack of usability of this 

application’s type could be confusing and difficult to understand for the person who does not know the place 

especially for a foreigner, furthermore this issue can make users fail to find their destination. Figure 1 reveals 

the usability indication issues on the presentation view of standard or common solutions of location-based 

AR on smart phone that use sensor based tracking. Based on that issues, there is a need to consider the user 

experience as a definitive factor in requirement specification for develop a location-based AR application. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Standard location-based AR presentation interface of Wikitude [7] and Mixare [8] 

 

User-centered design process could optimize the traditional development process by bringing an 

“early-fail” to support rapid prototyping. This process includes participatory design to capture user behaviors. 

Rather than focusing on fully developing a single idea to high fidelity system, the user centered design 

process makes rapid progress on multiple ideas toward a minimum viable product by quickly eliminating 

flawed concepts [9]. 

A user journey map (UJM) is a recently emerged method for designing and assessing user 

experience in the product design field. This map adds a third dimension feature to a traditional user persona 

by focusing on a diachronic outline of a user and a product [10]. Dove et al build a lightweight journey 

mapping framework that led to new insights about how customers were using a product [11]. Previous works 

on usage of user journey map also prove that a journey map can illustrate a graphic visualization of a user’s 

experience with a product [12-14].  

In this paper, we explain an implementation of user journey map as a tool for rapidly convert user 

experience into software requirements to design a prototype of mobile location-based AR systems that can 

help users to find their destination intuitively. This research use user journey map to capture pain and 

behavior of the user using the following metrics: (1) effectiveness, (2) learnability, and (3) satisfaction. 

In addition, this research also conducts a comparative study between standard location-based AR application 

and improved location-based AR application with new requirements that considering human factor from user 

journey map result. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

Developing an effective location-based AR application for instance is not simply a matter of 

technical wizardry. This is due to the fact that physical and real-life objects of the user's environment take an 

increasing role in the design. 

 

2.1. Usability oriented approach 

Usability is defined as the quality attribute of user interface in a product such as mobile applications. 

Usability definition is often referenced into “effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which a specified 

set of users can achieve a specified set of tasks in a particular environment”. Usability attributes are precise 

and measurable key factors of the usability. Usability attributes include e.g. that systems are easy and fast to 

learn, efficient to use, easy to remember, allow rapid recovery from errors and offer a high degree of user 

satisfaction. According to this definition, a product’s usability key factors are determined as follow [15]:  

Effectiveness-whether users can achieve what they want to do with the product. Efficiency-how long it takes 

them to achieve it. Satisfaction – their feelings and attitude towards the product. 

In this research, we intend to use usability oriented approaches to extract the information which 

could be useful for a user and will focus on three aspects that we have found relevant when designing AR 

applications: field study, user scenario and user journey mapping. 
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2.2. Field study 

Ethnographic study is mostly naturalistic approach that can be used to analyze the user activities and 

behaviors [16]. Based on this approach, we involved the user in designing phase of this AR application. 

User behaviors place a strong emphasis on the necessity for design phase. This method commonly called a 

participatory design [17]. We collect our user’s persona before we conduct the designing phase. A persona is 

a useful tool for describing user profile of a specific target group, it convey the relevant demographic, 

psychographic, behavioral, and needs-based attributes [18]. When users are involved in design phase, 

it means that the design methodology cannot be limited to a description of the task at hand. The methodology 

has to consider the whole environment (physical, technical and social) in which the task is performed. 

This requires an in-depth analysis of user’s activities in order to understand their successful work practices 

and to identify the limitations of the current way of working. Number of participants that involved in the 

usability field study and testing can be varied. Number of participants that involved in the usability field 

study and testing can be varied. Faulkner prescribes that 10 participants will discover as many usability 

issues as more number of individuals will do. The involvement of 10 contributors is capable enough to give 

the proportional value-to-cost ratio in usability testing [19]. According to the literature studies, we involve 10 

participants in this research. 

The participants were chosen based on four characteristics: (1) they have been using Android 

smartphone, (2) understand English, (3) can read directions and (4) doesn’t know exact location on the map. 

Background questionnaire was given to validate that all participants meet the characteristics. All participants 

are undergraduate and postgraduate students who have good understanding in English and have been using 

Android smartphone in supporting their daily activities. Participants' ages are ranged from 20 to 28 years old. 

 

2.3. User scenario 

As a way to concretely embody a view of user’s actual and future activities, scenarios have proven 

very useful in mobile AR design projects [20]. Particular scenarios will enable the description of how AR 

devices would affect the way of users carry out their individual and collective task activities. The scenario is 

outlined in several tasks in sequential order. Each participant will be responsible for completing all specific 

instruction scenarios. Scenarios included in this research were divided into two tasks, Blind Search and 

Directed Search. We test all of the scenarios on the same hardware device and the same distance location 

then we measure and compare the result between standard location-based AR and our approach prototype. In 

Blind Search, participants will be asked to do some actions. Table 1 depicts the detail activities on blind 

search scenario. 

 

 

Table 1. Task: blind search 
Task Description 

1 Start the App 

2 Find the random location that given to the participant in average 300 m radius. 

3 Use AR explore views, to see the augmented POI. 
4 Go to the given location that appear in the AR screen. 

 

 

In Directed Search, the participant will be asked to do some actions that shown in Table 2. We test 

the scenario on the same hardware device and the participant will choose one destination that located in same 

range distance then we measure and compare the result between standard location-based AR and our 

approach prototype. Table 2 shows the detail activities on directed search scenario. 

 

 

Table 2. Task: directed search 
Task Description 

1 Start the App 

2 
Open Map View mode and select one place that appear on the map when distance 

in average 300 m radius. 
3 Enter AR explore view, see the augmented POI. 

4 Go to location that appear in the screen. 

 

 

When they did the scenario’s task, we observed and mapped the process by using data collection 

forms to record each step transaction.We evaluated the time and success rate of the journeys and after that, 

a specific data collection form will be used to record the steps needed to complete each scenario. 
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Procedures to follow for each scenario: 1) Describe each step of the process to each participant as an 

application user. 2) Rate user personal success and elapsed time in completing each step. 3) Record all users 

personal reactions to the experiences when they complete the scenario using questionnaires. 4) Let users use 

any and all resources at their disposal to complete these scenarios with one exception. Do not confer with 

each other. 

 

2.4. User journey mapping 

Visualization and mapping techniques are valuable tools for communication and collaboration in 

user experience professional domain. It can transform system requirements and processes into visible 

dimensions and create clarity about what elements within the service system have contributed to the 

experience [21]. In software development process, it is often that software designers become subjectively 

entranced to what they like and prefer and such questions about funding, time and procedure to conduct the 

tests, or even the test requirement are emerging [22].  

User journey map (UJM) produced a visual picture of how users had experienced their traveling to a 

particular destination using Location-based AR Applications. Detail components of a user journey map are 

described in [23]. A user journey map is a table with user’s steps through time on the horizontal axis, 

and along the vertical axis there are metrics or themes category for analysis. The steps on the horizontal axis 

will vary according to the problem domain, but the vertical axis usually stays the same [24]. Figure 2 depicts 

our user journey map framework. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Result of user journey map  

 

 

In this research, we use action, question, happy moment, pain point, and opportunities as vertical 

axis parameters. Actions: the thing the user needs to do to move to the next step. Questions: the things that 

the user needs answering before they’ll be willing to move to the next step. Happy moments: positive, 

enjoyable things that improve the experience. Pain points: frustrations and annoyances that spoil the 

experience. Opportunities: design enhancements that you could implement in a new product, that address any 

of the problems identified.  
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2.5. Insight from UJM 

From collected scenario data in our user journey map, the pain point and opportunities regions are 

main concern of our insight. Pain point and happy moment regions give a clue about problems that user must 

face when using standard location-based AR application. We propose our solution based on user pain in 

opportunities region. Nevertheless, in this study we are not dealing with all opportunities which are located in 

the User Journey Map. Table 3 shows our requirements summary from user journey insight.  

 

 

Table 3. Opportunities summary from UJM 
# Problem Opportunities 

1 
Difficult to read Information when 2 or more POI overlap 
each other. 

Create adjustments mechanism for POI that appear 
on screen. 

2 No clues about how to go to POI location  

3 
Users can’t read information clearly when 2 or more POIs 
overlap each other. 

Create a new feature that can step by step guides 
user to POI location. 

4 
Difficult to find exact POI, actually when the location is 

behind another building 
 

5 
Users don’t know how far the distance they should take to 

the POI. 

Give meaningful notification when user are 

approaching their destination 

 

 

2.6. Prototype description 

The study is designed for evaluating the impact of using the User Journey Map to gather insights in 

order to improve the user experience when participants are using location-based AR for the navigation tasks. 

From Table 3, we can specify the main requirements that needed to be built in order to improve location 

based AR experience. To prove our finding, the mobile AR prototype which was developed in our research 

aims at providing assistance to the users with regard to accessing and receiving time-table information about 

the bus transport network of Zhongli District, Taiwan.  

The application architecture of this prototype adopts the 3-tier architecture for data transactions. 

It involves three key concepts: use web service as data service, modularity in software development, 

for superior performance and portability, it separates the components of application servers that containing 

business logic functions and database servers that containing databases physically into different tiers/layers 

(due to its considerable transportation data size). There are hundreds of routes in Zhongli District, Taiwan 

and each route have many bus stop objects. As study scope, this application only generate the augmented 

reality POI objects in one route that chosen by the user.  

The proposed location-based AR application sends a request to the server and then generates the 

POIs based on data in the database. After the application gets response data and phone location, 

it synchronizes the POI with smartphone orientation and movement sensors data. Thus, the POIs marker can 

be rendered and displayed accurately on the smartphone screen presentation through superimposing virtual 

objects over real-world bus stop locations. The detailed development methods and system architecture of the 

proposed prototype clearly described in previous research [25]. 

 

2.6.1. Adjustment mechanism of POI that appear on screen 

The application should focus on the device’s location and orientation. This means if a user are in a 

particular place and pointing the device in a particular direction, it shows only the virtual landmark object 

annotations that corresponding to that place and direction that matched with user radius distance and 

landmark coordinate on the database as shown in Figure 3. The user also needed information about real-time 

distance. With sensors based data, the distance between the user and the POI landmark can be determined by 

Haversine formula calculation [26]. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Mechanism to adjust the POI that appear on screen 
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The number of POIs that shown in application are determined accordingly based on the radius from 

the user location. First, it reads the device location then perform POI data request to the web service which is 

used to process the client request and determine the data source. Next, response data from web service will be 

computed and transformed to augmented reality marker in client side. Finally, the generated marker will be 

displayed based on device orientation which is captured using smart phone sensors. Additionally, if there are 

two or more POI objects in the same direction, another method to separate more important augmented reality 

POI from less important ones, is to occlude the ones that are farther away from the user’s current location. 

Given the fact that the more distant POIs are most likely less important than the closer ones, it is not a severe 

loss of information if a shape gets fully hidden by a closer one as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Illustration of the occluded POI markers adjustment 

 

 

2.6.2. Step by step navigation view 

To give the user a more dynamic way of finding his route, views based on augmented reality could 

be offered to him. We design UI/UX transition of our prototype based on [27] that reveal in location-based 

AR scenario, users are easily identifying the annotation objects when they have highlight on a landmark, 

direction arrows to next waypoint and the remaining distance information to a particular POI. On top of user 

camera feed of his smartphone, additional helpful information for his current routing segment would be 

displayed. This approach makes our proposed prototype can provides step by step navigation rather than 

display all required POI on the same screen as in standard location based AR. Figure 5 depicts the detail user 

interfaces in the location-based AR prototype which was used in this study.   

 

 

 

Figure 5. The user interfaces of proposed prototype (a) step by step guidance and 

(b) POI change shape based on user distance 

 

 

The different marker icons illustrate the POI of respective bus stops and the direction guidance that 

user should follow to enter the bus stop destination. All of them are accompanied by an info window that 

contain detail information about the destination and next waypoint to turn right or turn left as well as its 

distance from the current user’s location. An intuitive feature also added to informs that the user are 

approaching the destination. The POI marker icon will change automatically when the user is near (less than 

20 m) to the final target destination location as shown in Figure 5b. 

 

  
(a) (b) 
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2.7.  User evaluation 

As described in IEEE standards [28], validation needed to check whether all software functionalities 

have satisfied the requirements. To evaluate the feasibility of our approach to gather software requirements, 

we compare both standard AR and proposed prototype which was built based on our insight from user 

journey map to demonstrate the usability improvement of the location-based AR application. In the 

following, we test several case studies on top of an Android platform. To gather detailed insights into 

navigation performance, usability testing is used. We ask the participants to do the same task scenarios as in 

field study phase with both applications, standard AR and our proposed prototype in blind search and 

directed search. With step-by-step navigation marker in the proposed AR prototype, a user would see at least 

one next waypoint and his final target. Therefore, the user only need to follow the POI guidance to go to the 

destination. Oppositely, when using the standard location-based AR, a user don’t have a clue about when to 

turn left or turn right to go to destination. 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

The usability testing is the most often utilized method for verifying and validating the quality of 

software [29]. In IEEE standard validation [30], time and success rate mentioned as parameter for efficiency 

and correctness, so we use travel time and success rate as efficiency indicator to comparatively evaluated our 

approach in comparison with standard location-based AR. From the scenario testing, the following measures 

were captured: 1) Required time: defined as the time between the POI being displayed on the AR screen until 

the participant indicating their arrival on POI location. 2) Success rate: defined as the number of correct road 

selections for the entire route, expressed as a percentage. 3) Degree of usability: defined as the value of each 

usability factors effectiveness, learnability, and satisfaction. Captured using a questionnaire that completed 

after all conditions had been experienced and presented as a mean ranking. 4) General comments: Captured 

using a bespoke questionnaire at the end of the scenario testing, within the discussion and interview section. 

The usability testing is done with the questionnaire on participant assessment of our prototype 

application. We performed a survey based on [31] to get some feedbacks and user experiences about our 

prototype. The questionnaires cover three factors of usability, i.e. effectiveness, learnability, and satisfaction. 

Testing result of each scenario and summary of participant’s questionnaire about usability factors degree that 

ranged from 0 to 100 are summed up in Table 4. 

 

 

Table 4. Average value of descriptive statistics testing result 

Variables 

Test Conditions 

Standard 
Location AR 

(Mean) / (SD) 

Proposed 
Location AR 

(Mean) / (SD) 

Time (minutes) :   
- Blind Search 14.9  / 2.13 5.40 / 1.40 

- Directed Search 7.86 / 1.10 5.12 / 0.86 

Success Rate :   
- Blind Search 100% 100% 

- Directed Search 100% 100% 

Questionnaires :   
Q1 : This system prototype will allow me to find a location faster 73.6 / 5.08 94 / 9.66 

Q2: The information that overlaid on camera screen is helpful. 79.1 / 5.36 90 / 10.54 

Q3: Learning to operate the application prototype is easy for me 68.1 / 3.28 91 / 9.94 
Q4: I think that using the prototype fits well with the way I like to use a mobile device. 83.3 / 8.03 87 / 11.60 

Q5: Whenever I make a mistake inside the prototype, I could recover easily and quickly 75.1 / 4.72 93 / 9.49 

Q6: Overall, I’m satisfied and I think this system complete task is helpful. 79.3 / 1.64 95 / 7.07 

 

 

The results indicate that the general pattern is similar, meaning items were scored significantly 

better in the prototype of location-based AR that developed based on UJM insights. Although both of the 

apps could help user to find the destination with same level of success rate, considering the total time for 

performing each scenario condition, participants completed the experiment task faster with proposed 

location-based AR system, for blind search scenario (Mean=5.4, Min= 4, and Max= 8.83) while the standard 

location-based AR is (Mean=14.9, Min=12, and Max=20). Directed search scenario reveals the same result 

that proposed location-based AR also have better time (Mean=5.12, Min=4, and Max=7) than standard 

location-based AR (Mean=7.86, Min=6.6, and Max=10). This data proves that presenting POI as a step by 

step navigation can be better understandable to user rather than display many augmented POI information on 

screen at the same time. Participants also made similar comments in favor of our AR approach and against 

the standard location-based AR, supporting the result of time and success rate. “[Standard location-based 
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AR] could lead to lots of errors easily. It was confusing, hard to follow, and time consuming.” One 

participant who fails to complete the scenario noted that “it was not easy to find the POI object location 

because it was placed behind another building especially in blind search scenario”. Although our proposed 

location-based AR system was rated more highly than the standard one, the majority of participants made 

several comments about drift problem. One participant stated, “The proposed system prototype is very 

intuitive to use but sometime there is a mismatch between the objects and the augmentations so need precise 

GPS coordinate,” and another noted that “even the POI augmentations were not exactly matching (on the 

right object), but with information on the screen, I could easily guess the right location.” 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

This paper proposes user journey mapping method to gather software requirements of a location-

based augmented reality application for pedestrian usage. The main objective of user journey mapping is 

considering user-centered perspective while investigating the real user’s experience and their personal 

requirements. To prove our concept, both standard location-based AR and the prototype of our approach had 

been tested and compared in an uncontrolled environment and a real-time environment as well. Overall, the 

two applications tied with respect to success rate criteria. Nevertheless, standard location-based AR interface 

still need to resolve usability issues. The results also revealed strong preferences to the similar application 

developer that the key to make location-based AR can efficiently support its user was how the POIs are 

presented in the smart phone screen. The amount of POIs in the augmented reality can be confusing, users are 

easier to learn the step by step POI scenario. Additionally, the overall functional requirement that gathered 

from user journey map could significantly enhance the user action (in terms of reducing travel time) when 

using our proposed location-based AR presentation, compared to standard location-based AR system. This 

result also proves that user journey map is an effective tool for communication and collaboration in early 

phase of software development process. Insight form user journey could help developer team to build rapid 

software requirements that consider human factors to develop a more robust and reliable system that have 

good usability level as well. 
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